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INTRODUCTION   

 

Over the past decade within Peace Studies, the concept of ‘peace’ itself has been the focus of re-thinking, 

in part instigated by criticisms of liberal peacebuilding. A group of peace scholars have rejected the 

widely accepted notion of peace as a ‘concrete reality’ or ‘substance’ (hypostasis) which has an ‘endpoint’ 

(teleology) based on Eurocentric normativity and can be reached through utopian undertakings 

(enterprises) aimed at achieving that static notion of peace (Hinton. Rethinking Peace 2019, xv). Rather, 

they have been rethinking peace as a multidirectional and temporal process, which is shaped by discourse, 

translation, memory and dialogue (Hinton 2019, xix). This major conceptual shift from peace as a static 

attainable construct to a fluid process requiring constant attention opens up the possibility of much more 

rethinking. It is within this context that Hartmut Behr and Morgan Brigg have addressed the concept of 

relationality through the lens of human difference.  Relationality or taking a relational approach means 

giving primacy to the interconnectedness between entities, whether human or non-human, in their 

ongoing and multidirectional dealings. Rather than assuming a priori that humans and entities have fixed 

substances and situatedness, in a relational approach, knowledge and being of entities is relational, that 

is, derived from the interaction between those entities. For Behr and Brigg, the manner in which human 

difference is perceived and dealt with therefore lies at the heart of peaceful relations, although they 

address relationality and difference from separate perspectives. Behr’s ‘Phenomenological Peace’ (Behr 

‘Peace-in-Difference’ 2019; ‘Phenomenological Peace’ 2019) calls for de-essentializing and positively 

accepting difference, while Brigg’s ‘Relational-Essential’ theory (Brigg, ‘From Substantialist to 



Relational’ 2019; ‘Relational and Essential’ 2019) views difference as essential to life and therefore 

deserving of recognition. Both Behr and Brigg have sought to ‘operationalize’ their theories on difference 

within peacebuilding in ways which I found thought provoking, and worth rethinking in terms of 

relational approaches that have already been operationalized. In my view Allan Kaprow’s art ‘happenings’ 

or ‘event-based art’ of the late 1950’s to 1960’s offer instructive parallels, as this avant garde art rejected 

static fine arts principles and conventions in favour of fluid interactions between participants that can be 

considered a relational approach. For Kaprow, happenings were “events that, put simply, happen” 

(Kaprow ‘Happenings in the New York Scene’ 1961, 16). In his writings on happenings (Kaprow, 

‘Happenings in New York Scene’ 1961; ‘Happenings are Dead’, 1966; Assemblages, Environments and 

Happenings 1966; ‘Some Recent Happenings’ 1966; ‘Pinpointing Happenings’ 1967; ‘Preface’ 2001), 

Kaprow developed his happening theory into a set of ‘operational principles’ which offer initial guidance 

on the practical use of relational approaches in the field of art. The field study of Beyond Skin showed 

that its art-for-peace workshops, or arts-based events, also unconsciously Kaprow’s operational principles, 

albeit adapted to suit structural challenges within the field of peacebuilding. Kaprow’s and Beyond Skin’s 

approaches may assist operationalization of theories of Behr and Briggs.  

 

Hartmut Behr’s Phenomenological Peace  

According to Behr’s philosophical reasoning, there is a direct correlation between peaceful relations and 

how people perceive and act upon the myriad of differences between human beings. These differences 

may be cultural, religious, social, physical or any other form of difference. Conflict arises when human 

difference is either subjugated or eliminated through essentialization. By essentialization, Behr means 



reducing a person’s entire being to a singular attribute or essence which is valued within a universalized 

norm system as positive or negative and then situated within the hierarchy of that norm system 

(‘Phenomenological Peace’, 1). Hierarchical ranking of people according to their essentialized value 

leads to conflict. However, as difference is intrinsic to human life, the positive or negative framing of 

difference is also directly related to peace formation.  

 

Morgan Brigg’s Relational-Essential theory 

Brigg similarly rejects essentializations of human difference as a ‘thing’ or ‘entity’ with internal 

consistencies and as this presumes a sovereign knower with superior knowledge and therefore static 

identities and hierarchal relationships (‘Substantialist to Relational’, 199). His Relational-Essential theory 

calls for fluid human interaction processes and process-relationships which disrupt static perceptions of 

difference. However, for Brigg, simply de-essentializing difference depoliticizes that difference within a 

Eurocentric normative system and negates the political influence of that essentialized group. For him, 

difference is essential to life and therefore the ‘essential’ core of that difference must be acknowledged 

and included within the relational interaction, for example, the inclusion of ‘essential’ Australian 

Aboriginal traditional lore within local conflict resolution procedures (Relational and Essential’, 362). 

Brigg acknowledges the difficulty of operationalizing his relational-essential approach within current 

peacekeeping structures and conflict-resolution practices.  

 

Allan Kaprow’s Happenings  

Kaprow generated happenings from 1959 to the late-1960’s to explore the fluidity between art and life. 



Initially, happenings were “events that, put simply, happen” (Kaprow ‘Happenings in the New York 

Scene’ 1961, 16). Broadly speaking, a happening was event-based art, or more specifically, art as an 

improvised performance or event, although the structures and norms of theatre and the fine arts were 

specifically rejected. Instead, based on a set of loose “root” directions which “framed” the art event (19), 

happening participants engaged in fluid, open-ended interaction with other participants and entities 

simply to experience what happened. The spontaneity and chance elements of these events generated a 

high level of attentiveness, through which Kaprow sought to discover something important as a “moral 

act” of “ultimate existential commitment” (21). Rather than producing a tangible end-product or outcome, 

Kaprow felt that a happening could be retained as a “state of mind” or memory (26). To safeguard the 

improvised and unstructured nature of happenings, Kaprow developed a set of operational principles 

which, it is argued here, underpin a relational approach through art which may illuminate ways forward 

for the operationalization aspirations of Behr and Brigg.   

 

The Beyond Skin field study 

Arts-for-peace initiatives, or community-based collaborative activities that use the arts as a vehicle for 

addressing community conflict, have been increasingly implemented over the last two decades in 

Northern Ireland by non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and supported by funding agencies within 

the peacebuilding context. There is a wide range of arts-for-peace initiatives which utilize dance, music, 

theatre, visual and other arts to address conflict through catharsis, truth-telling, reconciliation, 

humanization, arts-therapy and other methods. Many of these have a teleological or project-execution 

endpoint, such as a performance or artistic product.  



The Beyond Skin as field study revealed that the organisation unconsciously incorporates 

happenings and a relational approach into its organizational philosophy and community activities to 

address diversity of sectarian, ethnic and cultural difference through a variety of art forms. What 

particularly distinguished Beyond Skin was its improvised approach to community workshop content 

which is spontaneously generated in these arts-based events based on the interests of community 

participants. This fluid, open-ended, non-hierarchical approach to arts facilitation leaves it open to chance 

and unexpected outcomes that create lasting memories. Beyond Skin represented a practical example of 

a relational approach that paralleled Kaprow’s operational principles with adaptations for peacebuilding.  

This thesis reports and analyses the results of my field study of Beyond Skin from 22 June to 21 

August 2019 and 26 November to 2 December 2019 to collect data on the operation of the organization; 

interview its arts manager, artist facilitators and community members; observe its approach to planning; 

and to observe events in order to learn and assess how Beyond Skin uses relational approaches and  

happenings in its organizational philosophy and its arts-based events or facilitated  workshops. This will 

provide an empirical background for a discussion of how happenings can contribute to rethinking 

relationality as proposed by Behr and Brigg. 

 

The three thesis chapters 

Chapter One (On Relationality and Happenings) introduces Hartmut Behr’s Phenomenological Peace 

and Morgan Brigg’s Relational-Essential theory with greater detail on their respective theories of 

perceiving and acting upon difference, their proposed ideas on operationalization of those theories, and 

practical issues from those aspirations. I will then present Allan Kaprow’s operational principles of 



happenings and three examples of happenings that draw attention to the relational nature of this art form, 

and then identify issues that require further attention in the field study and final discussion.  

 Chapter Two (Beyond Skin’s Approach to Arts-for-Peace) presents the field study data on 

Beyond Skin’s fluid relational approach to arts-for peace and its use of Kaprow’s happening operational 

principles in its art-based events or workshops to address diversity. As an organizational facilitator of 

workshops, some of Kaprow’s operational principles must be adapted by Beyond Skin to suit 

peacebuilding and community structures. Three aspects of significance - framing the forum, relational 

interaction, and temporal outcomes - provide practical insights and raise issues that may also be relevant 

for operationalizing the theories relational of Behr and Briggs.  

 Chapter Three (Considering Relational Approaches) draws together the issues raised through 

the practical operation of happenings, workshops and relational approaches by Kaprow and Beyond Skin 

in order to discuss them in parallel with the theories and operational aspirations of Behr and Brigg, 

carefully considering their separate perspectives. Through this discussion, ways forward or obstacles for 

either or both of their theories are highlighted with the intention of contributing to the re-thinking of 

relationality 

 


